09.23.22

TCCID Electrification LCI Study
ADDENDUM No. 1
The intent of this addendum is to clarify items in the issued Request for Proposal as well as answer
questions that have been submitted via email.
Question: Does the six-page max for the Understanding/Approach section include the one page max for
the Schedule? Or is the Schedule a separate section with one page allotted for it? Six pages are allowed
for the Understanding/ Approach. One page is allowed for the Schedule. The Schedule should be placed
in the Understanding/ Approach section for a total of seven pages.
Question: Can firms include tabs? Yes. If so, will they be included in the page count? No.
Question: Does a front and back cover count towards the page limit? No.
Question: For the References page, is the title of the referenced project required? Yes. Or a brief
summary of the referenced project? A summary can be provided but is not required. The references
provided are to be for similar projects as stated in the RFP. A project name would be beneficial when
contacting your reference for comments.
Question: Do subconsultants need to provide their DBE certification? Provide DBE certifications for all
firms on the proposal team.
Question: Do subconsultants need to provide their CCDOT or GDOT certification? It is not required for
subconsultants to submit CCDOT or GDOT prequalification’s, but they may be included at your
discretion. They do not count towards the page limit.
Question: The RFP states: “The prime firm should provide proof of CCDOT or GDOT prequalification.
Certification for DBE firm also required.” Is the CCDOT/GDOT prequalification a requirement for this
study? Yes. If so, is it acceptable for a sub to carry that prequalification and which qualification are you
seeking? The prime firm should carry a CCDOT/ GDOT prequalification for the following area classes:
3.01, 3.02, and 3.13.
Attached is a copy of the sign in sheet from the pre-bid meeting on September 7, 2022.
This form must be submitted with your proposal in recognition of receiving Addendum No. 1. This form
should be placed at the end of your proposal and will not count towards the overall page count.
I acknowledge receipt of the following:
Addendum No. 1: Issued September 23, 2022.

Signature of Authorized Company Representative
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